Infosheet: *Tertiary Performance SDR* information product

This infosheet provides tertiary education organisations (TEOs) funded by the TEC with key information about the new *Tertiary Performance SDR* information product.

We have released the *Tertiary Performance SDR* information product to support engagement between the TEC and TEOs on educational performance improvement and learner achievement. *Tertiary Performance SDR* makes it easier for you to understand your own performance in the context of how different sub-sectors and the overall system are performing.

This infosheet builds on the key messages outlined in the 2018 Plan Guidance.

*Tertiary Performance SDR* is part of the growing suite of performance tools

You can access *Tertiary Performance SDR* via Ngā Kete. *Tertiary Performance SDR* will support engagement between you and TEC on performance improvement and learner achievement by:

› ensuring that we are all looking at the same information
› allowing you to see Education Performance Indicators (EPIs) over time for all Student Achievement Component (SAC) funded TEOs, calculated at a more detailed level than previously available
› allowing you to understand your own performance in the context of how different sub-sectors and the overall system are performing.

We are increasingly sharing data through Ngā Kete to ensure you and TEC have a common view of delivery and performance, and to make it easier for everyone to learn from the data we collect from you. Over time we will phase out other ways of providing data.

You can use *Tertiary Performance SDR* to explore and gain insights into educational performance and learner achievement

In *Tertiary Performance SDR*, you can access and explore the Single Data Return (SDR) data used to calculate EPIs for all TEOs. The information product uses the new cohort-based methodologies for qualification and first year retention. It also includes information on learner participation.

*Tertiary Performance SDR* allows you to explore your EPI performance by:

› Reporting year and over time
› Sub-sector and individual TEO
› Qualification and course subject
› Learner participation and demographics (age, gender and ethnicity)
› Funding source
› Attendance type (part time and full time)
› Cohort group (Levels 1-3, 4-7 non degree, 7 degree and 8-10)
› Individual NZQF levels (1-10)

How to get the most value from this business tool
› You need access to the Ngā Kete and the library of information products. The information products will be the only way to access your commitments, performance, and delivery data. Please refer to http://services.education.govt.nz/education-sector-logon/access/tertiary-sector on how to update your education sector logon to gain access to Ngā Kete.
› Tertiary Performance SDR will always hold the latest data submitted. When you submit an SDR change that relates to EPIs, the data will refresh overnight.

Tertiary Performance SDR is intended for use with our other information products
Tertiary Performance SDR focuses on EPIs. It is intended to use alongside our other information products, which include:
› My Performance
› My Provision
› Tertiary Provision
› My Commitments
› Secondary to Tertiary Transition
› Post-study Outcomes of Young Graduates
› Post-study Outcomes at TEO level

Other information products updated
We have also made minor improvements to My Provision and My Performance.
› My Provision now has Cohort Group, Attendance Type and Ethnicity Group filters.
› My Performance now includes Participation views.

Questions?
If you need help with accessing Tertiary Performance SDR, please contact the Sector Helpdesk:
› Email: sectorhelpdesk@tec.govt.nz
› Freephone: 0800 601 301
› Phone: +64 4 462 5201